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From 
 
 
  GM/Commercial, 
  DHBVNL, Hisar. 
 
To 
 
 
  All CEs/SEs (OP)/XENs/SDOs (OP) 
  JE-I I/C Sub Offices in DHBVNL 
 
  Memo No. Ch-43 /SE/Comml./R-16/975 /2004 
  Dated : 10-12-05 
 
SUBJECT: - Instructions for dealing with the cases of unauthorized use of 

electricity. 
 

In super session of all the previous instructions issued on the 
subject vide Sales Circulars Nos.  31/98, 34/98, 2/99, D-61/2000, D-4/2001, D-
23/2001, D-64/2002, D-89/2002, D-5/2003, D-8/2003, D-26/2003, D-13/2004, D-
14/2004, D-18/2004, D-27/2004, D-30/2005 & D-34/2005  with held vide Ch-
25/SE/Comml/R-16/228/2004 dt. 16-12-2005 and Sales Instructions Nos. Ch-52 
and Ch-53/SE/Comml./R-16 dated 18.08.2000,  D-12/2003, the revised 
instructions as under are laid down to deal with the cases of unauthorized use of 
electricity. These instructions are to be complied with in letter and spirit to curb 
the consumers who indulge in illegal means to get access to the Nigam services 
resulting into financial losses to the Nigam.   Constant vigil is needed by the 
officers and officials assigned with such duties to control the above losses.   
 
(I) Unauthorized use of Electricity:  
 A consumer shall be dealt under Section-126 and 127 of IEA-2003 (36 of 

2003) as amended by Electricity Act.2003 (57 of 2003) for unauthorized 
use of electricity for adopting means and usages of electricity for the 
purpose, not authorized by the Nigam/Licensee. The following acts and 
other similar acts shall constitute unauthorized use of electricity: - 

(a)       Where energy is being consumed by manipulating; 
 

I. The phase and neutral wire of electric supply line.   
OR 

II. By disconnecting the incoming/outgoing side neutral wire of energy meter  
OR 

III. By tilting the energy meter/MCB   
OR 

IV. By loosening the glass of energy meter and means of dishonest 
abstraction of energy does not exist at site. 

OR 
V. By external use of magnet, high voltage, high frequency devices or some 

other method and means of dishonest abstraction of energy does not exist 
at site. And it is evident further from reading, recording parameters and 
other available evidences such as in case of special feature meter to 
record the tamper by the magnet and the tamper information in the load 
survey data regarding influence by the magnet/high frequency device 
recorded in the meter. 

OR 
VI. By tampering/breaking the push fit type MCB/terminal plate seal (provided 

authentic record of Meter sealing is not available). 
In such a manner which prevent the proper recording of energy 

consumption. 



(b) Where without the permission of the Nigam the consumer uses energy for a 
different category of tariff than that of the category of tariff under which the 
connection was originally obtained & granted. 

(c) Where the consumer unauthorizedly extends his connected load to more than 
sanctioned load within the same premises, except HT industrial consumer. 
In the case of HT industrial consumer the unauthorized extension of the 
load means the extension of contract demand by more than 5%,  

 
OR 
 

Where an agriculture consumer whether billed on metered supply or flat 
rate unauthorizedly installs higher capacity motor in the same bore. 
 

OR 
 

Where a metered agriculture consumer through his energy meter 
connects and installs motor on another bore in addition to existing bore 
motor;  
 

(d) Where without the permission of the Nigam, the consumer extends the 
Nigam’s supply to any premises other than the authorized premises. 

 
OR 
 

Where the  consumer resells or otherwise supplies energy from his source 
to any other person without the permission of the Nigam or without the 
authority of law. Provided that the collection of energy charges by the 
owners of premises from their tenants   shall not be a case of 
unauthorized use of electricity within the same restricted premises for 
which the connection was availed. 
 

OR  
 

Where the consumer resells or otherwise supplies energy from his source 
to a disconnected person of the Nigam, the case should be dealt as 
unauthorized resale of electricity; 

 
(e) Where an agriculture consumer through his supply point un-authorizedly 

connects and shifts his tubewell motor from his sanctioned bore to another 
bore within the same authorized field it is unauthorized use; however if 
shifting is made outside his authorized field then it is a case of theft of 
energy. 
 

(f) Where the  consumer does not comply with orders imposing restriction on 
use of energy during peak load hours, or power regulatory periods. 

 
However, the above list is not exhaustive and is illustrative only and shall 
cover all acts of unauthorized use of electricity mentioned in Section-126 
& 127 of Electricity Act.2003. 
 

Note: a)  Meter means, all type of electromechanical and electronic energy   
  meters installed by the Nigam.   
 

b) It is clarified that consuming of energy through a meter not recording 
correct consumption and reasons of such incorrectness not 
attributed to the consumer’ shall not constitute unauthorized use of 
supply under these regulations.  For the cases of slowness of 
meters where there is no tempering with the meter/metering 
equipment, the account of the consumer should be overhauled on 
the basis of slowness under relevant instructions with normal 
applicable tariff. In case of HT industrial and Bulk Supply 
connections, the temper information data, load survey data 



obtained from advanced electronic meter alongwith facts such as 
access to the meter on CT/PT be considered. 
 

(II) Authorized Inspecting Officer ( A.I.O.) 
 
       The officers mentioned in the table given below are authorized for the 
various purpose specified therein as per Haryana Govt. Gazette Notification No. 
1/12/2003-I Power, except Appellate Authority: 
 

Category 
of person 

Officers 
authorized to 
enter the 
premises & 
inspect (A.I.O.) 
installation 

Officers 
authorized to 
make 
provisional   
assessment. 
 
        (A.O.) 

Officers authorized 
to make  final  
assess-ment. 
 
       (A.O.) 

Appellate Authority 

1 2 3 4 5 
Domestic 
Non-
Domestic 
Agriculture 
 
L.T.Industri
al Supply 

1. J. E.(Field). 
2. J.E.(Vigilance

)M&P. 
3. AFM 

authorized by 
concerned 
SE ‘OP’. 

H.T.Industr
ial Supply 
Bulk 
Supply 
Public 
Lighting 
and rest of 
the 
Categories  

(i) Sub 
Divisional 
Officer 
(SDO) 
Operation 

(ii) Assistant 
Engineer 
    Vigilance 

/Metering and  
Protection. 

                                           1.S.D.O. 
(OP)                             1. S.D.O.(OP) 
(For the amount  
upto Rs One lac  
in each case) 
 
2. XEN (OP)                        2.XEN 
(OP)         
(For the amount  
exceeding Rs One  
lac in each case) 
  

i) XEN(OP) upto 
Rs.50000     
ii) SE(OP) upto Rs. 
One lac.   
iii) CE(OP)    more 
than one lac.   
 The procedure 
shall be followed as 
laid down in Sales 
Circular No. D-
96/2001. 

 
 
Note: - 1. Officers senior in rank and having jurisdiction in concerned 

area shall also have the powers mentioned in Column 2 above. 
            2. In case of Sub offices the power to make assessment and 

compounding of offence shall be exercised by in charge sub 
office. 

            3. It shall be personal responsibility of SE/OP, to authorize all 
AFMs who are assigned duty of checking. 

 
(III) Assessment for unauthorized use of electricity: 
 
 If on an inspection of any place or premises or after inspection of the 

equipments, gadgets, machines, devices found connected or used, or 
after inspection of records maintained by any person, the assessing officer 
comes to the conclusion that such person is indulging in unauthorized use 
of electricity. AIO will submit his checking report to Assessing Officer( 
A.O.) on the same day alongwith one CD, photos and seizure, if any. A O 
shall provisionally assess the electricity charges payable by such person 
or by any other person benefited by such use.  Such assessment shall be 
made as under:- 

 
(a) Period of assessment: 

 
The period of assessment shall be taken as a period of three month cycle 
immediately preceding the date of inspection in case of Domestic and 
Agricultural Pumping Supply categories   and six months immediately 
preceding the date of inspection for all other categories of consumers or 



from the date of release of connection or date of last checking by   M&P or 
Vigilance Wing whichever is less. 
 

  (b)    Method for assessment of quantity in units under clause (1) a                                         
     for unauthorized use of electricity for supply on low voltage/high 

voltage. 
 

Quantity of units consumed per month shall be worked out as under: 
- 

For low   voltage:    KW x LF   x  H   x D 
 For high voltage:     CD x LF   x  H   x D 
 

Where, 
 
KW Connected load actually found at the time of inspection/checking 

in Kilowatts or the Sanctioned Load or maximum load recorded 
during last 6 months, which ever is higher. 
[In case the load survey confirms the abnormal increase in the 
MDI due to magnetic field then the abnormal demand recorded 
under the influence of magnet may not be considered.  However, 
maximum capacity of individual transformer may also be 
considered]. 

LF Load factor 
H Number of working hours per day. 
D Number of days per month.  
CD Sanctioned contract demand/contract demand recorded during 

last 6 months whichever is higher. 
Note: Load / Demand in KVA be converted into KW by multiplying with 

the standard power factor 0.9. 
Load factor, No. of hours and No. of days to compute the quantity of units 
as mentioned above shall be taken as mentioned below:- 

No. of working hours 
per day 

Category of persons Load 
factor 

*Rural          
feeder 

Urban      
feeder  

No of 
days/ 
per 

month 

1 2 3 4 
Domestic supply 50% 8 16 30 
Non-Domestic supply 
For General  
For Restaurants, hotels and 
petrol pumps, Cinemas, 
For Nursing Home and 
Hospitals with indoor nursing 
facilities, shopping malls. 

 
80% 
80% 

 
80% 

 
 

 
8 

10 
 

14 
 
 

 
12 
16 
 

20 

 
25 
30 
 

30 

L.T. Industrial supply 
Having load up to 20 KW 
Having load above 20 KW 

 
80% 
80% 

 
8 
8 

 
16 
20 

 
25 
25 

H.T. Industrial supply 
Continues process Industry. 
General Industry. 

 
80%  
80% 

 
8 
8 

 
20 
12 

 
30 

     25 
Bulk supply (On LT) 50% 12 20 30 
Public Lighting  100% 10 12 30 
Agriculture Pumping Supply 
 i.e. Metered Supply  

 
90% 

 
8 

 
16 

 
30 

 
• In case of Ice factory, Ice candy, Cold Storage and Plastic Industry 

with load upto 20 KW, numbers of working hours per day on Urban 
Feeder shall be taken as 20 hrs.  



• Rural feeder for the purposes of above shall be considered as a 
feeder where supply is given on restricted basis for meeting demand 
for agriculture in rural area.  

 
(c) Computation of assessed amount: 

The assessment of quantity in units for the unauthorized use of electricity 
made under clause – (III-b)  and for the period under sub-clause (III-a) 
shall be charged at a rate equal to one-and half time the tariff applicable 
for the relevant category of persons, after deducting the consumption 
recorded by the meter during such period of assessment.  However, no 
deduction of metered consumption would be made in the cases of 
unauthorized extension of supply and unauthorized resale of electricity.  

 
(d)      For unauthorized use of supply under clause (I) b for a category different to the 

category of schedule of tariff for which the connection was obtained and granted, 
the charges shall be as under 

1. All charges (including ACD, FSCC, fixed charges and variable 
charges in case of AP consumers)recoverable at the time of 
release of connection under both the categories shall be worked 
out and the higher charges shall be considered as recoverable.  
The amount already paid by the consumer for release of connection 
shall be deducted from the recoverable charges and balance, if 
any, shall be charged at a rate equal to one-and-half times. 

2. Tariff charges (higher of both the categories) for the period of 
assessment under clause-III (a) above shall be charged at a rate 
equal to one-and-half times. 

3. In future, tariff charges (higher of both the categories) at a rate 
equal to one-and-half times of the charges shall also be charged till 
the regularization of connection in used category. 

(e)    Assessment in case of unauthorized extension of sanctioned load 
within  the same premises under clause (1) c.  

 
Category of 
consumers 

Amount chargeable 

Domestic supply Rs.50/- per KW (or part thereof) per month for 
unauthorizedly extended load for preceding 3 months.  
The total load up to 35 KW  would be considered as 
regularized after charging the additional ACD and in 
future the billing would be made on the extended load 
unless consumer submits intimation regarding removal 
of load through fresh test report. If total load is more 
than 35 KW then consumer will get his load regularized 
by applying on fresh A&A form (general process) or  will 
remove his unauthorized load of above 35 KW and 
submit his revised test report within 7 days failing which 
his connection shall be disconnected. 

Non-Domestic 
Supply 

Rs.100/- per KW (or part thereof) per month for 
unauthorizedly extended load for preceding 6 months.  
The total load up to 35 KW would be considered as 
regularized after charging the additional ACD alongwith 
service connection charges @ 1.5 times and in future 
the billing would be made on the extended load unless 
consumers submits intimation regarding removal of 
load through fresh test report. If total load is more than 
35 KW then consumer will get his load regularized by 
applying on fresh A&A form (general process) or will 
remove his unauthorized load of above 35 KW and 
submit his revised test report within 7 days failing which 
his connection shall be disconnected. 
 

Agricultural 
(Metered) Supply 

Rs.1000 per BHP of unauthorized extended load in 
authorized bore, including difference of ACD at new 



load. The extended load be treated as regularized 
forever. However, if consumer wants to remove his 
unauthorized, he may submit his revised test report 
within 7 days. 
In case of installation of motor in a separate bore, he 
will be charged Rs. 2000 per BHP of motor capacity 
installed in unauthorized bore. This installation shall not 
be regularized for future and he has to submit his 
revised test report for the same failing which his 
connection will be disconnected. 

Agricultural (Flat 
Rate) supply 

Rs.2000 per BHP of unauthorized extended load 
including difference of ACD at new load. The extended 
load be treated as regularized forever. However, if 
consumer wants to remove his unauthorized load, he 
may submit his revised test report. 

L.T. Industrial 
Supply & Bulk 
(L.T.) Supply 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L.T. Industrial 
Supply/NDS & 
Bulk L.T. supply 

Where no change of category is involved: 
Rs. 70/- per KW or part thereof shall be charged for 
preceding six months and shall be continued to be 
charged till the excess connected load is got 
regularized or the intimation regarding removal of 
excess load through test report is submitted.  
Where the MDI meters have been installed, Rs.70/- per 
KW or part thereof shall be levied from the month in 
which the excess load is recorded and shall be 
continued to be charged till the excess connected load 
is got regularized or the intimation regarding removal of 
excess load through test report is submitted.  
If consumer submits revised test report about removal 
of excess load, then the MDI would be re-set and 
amount would not be charged further. If he does not 
submit test report within three months, the ACD 
alongwith service connection charges @ 1.5 times shall 
also be levied and extended load upto 50 KW be 
treated as regularized.    
 

Where category is changed i.e.  
(i) load is found above 70KW in case 

of sanctioned load is between 50 KW 
to 70KW. 

If there is a change of category from LT to HT due to 
unauthorized extension in load recorded 
by the maximum demand indicator, for 
the first default, the consumer shall be 
charged HT tariff for that month with LT 
surcharge @ 25% alongwith penalty for 
unauthorized load @ Rs.70/ KW for LT 
Industrial & Bulk Supply and @ Rs. 100 
per KW for NDS only for that month. The 
MMC shall also be worked out on the 
extended load. In future, the consumer 
shall be treated as HT category consumer 
with provisional contract demand of 70 
KW having supply on LT, till he shifts to 
HT or submits written intimation (through 
test report of having disconnected such 
unauthorized extended load). Even after 
that if he exceeds his total load to more 
than 73.5 KW, then 25% extra penalty will 
be charged for that month on account of 
exceeding 5% of provisional contract 
demand and MDI will be reset. 

If within three months of offence, he does not submit his 



revised test report than the difference of ACD and service 
connection charges @ 1.5 times upto 70 KW load shall also 
be charged. 
In case he gets his load removed, but again exceeds the 
limit of 70 KW within 12 months, he shall be treated as 
HT category consumer forever with provisional contract 
demand of 70 KW having supply on LT from that month 
and continued to be billed accordingly (i.e. 25% LT 
surcharge extra on SOP). 
(ii) load is found above 50KW in case his sanctioned 

load is less than 50KW. 
If there is a change of category from LT to HT due to 
unauthorized extension in load recorded by the 
Maximum Demand Indicator, on first default, he will be 
allowed to remove the unauthorized extended load, on 
payment of Rs.70/K.W for LT Industrial & Bulk Supply 
and @ Rs. 100 per KW for NDS only for that month. The 
MMC shall also be worked out on the total load. 
On the subsequent default within 12 months, if load is 
found to have exceeded 50 KW, the consumer shall be 
charged Rs.70/KW or Rs. 100 per KW for that month 
and will also have to exercise either of two options as 
mentioned below:- 

1. To convert his supply on HT within 30 days. 
2. To accept his connected load as 70 KW minimum 

so as to treat the connection as HT category 
connection having his contact demand as 70 KW 
with supply on LT and continued to be billed, 
accordingly (i.e. 25% LT surcharge extra on 
SOP). Difference of ACD and service connection 
charges @ 1.5 times will also be charged. 

 A 15 days notice as above shall be issued by the 
SDO(OP) S/Divn. immediately after the load is found 
exceeded above 50 KW. On non-compliance of notice 
the supply shall be disconnected. 
 

H.T. Industrial 
Supply/NDS 
Supply & Bulk 
(H.T.) Supply 

Being governed under Contract Demand nothing is 
chargeable for un-authorized extension in load.  
However, penalty @ 25% of SOP/MMC shall be 
charged in case the contract demand is found 
exceeded beyond 5% of the sanctioned contract 
demand in any billing month. 

 
(f) Where there are more than one L.T. Industrial connections in the same 

premises and the same are required to be clubbed under the prevailing 
instructions for clubbing of load, the unauthorized load would be worked 
out by comparing the clubbed load with the total sanctioned load and such 
persons would be billed on the tariff applicable including  25% LT 
surcharge if clubbing load is more than 70KW from that  month and in 
future also.  

 
(g) For the unauthorized extension of supply and unauthorized resale of 

supply  under clause-1(d), the assessment of quantity in units as sold or 
supplied unauthorizedly shall be worked out as under :- 
Quantity of electricity sold or supplied = (axL) divided by (b+L)  

 
Where, (a) denotes total consumption recorded during the period of 
assessment under clause-(III-a). 
 
L- denotes the load of service to which electricity was sold/supplied 

unauthorizedly.  



b- denotes the connected load of the person found indulging in 
unauthorized use of supply.  

 
The assessment of quantity made as above shall be charged additional at 
a rate equal to 1.5 times the tariff applicable for the relevant category of 
persons and shall continue to be charged till such time the misuse is 
allowed to be continued pending regularization/disconnection after due 
notice to such person. However, the connection should be disconnected 
after expiry of 7 days notice about removing of load if consumer does not 
submit his revised test report above removing his unauthorized 
extension/re-sale of supply. The operation wing shall ensure that misuse 
is not allowed to be continued.  The load of the service to which the 
electricity was sold/supplied shall, however, not to be considered as an act 
of unauthorized extension of connected /sanctioned load. 
 

(h) In case agriculture consumer through his supply point unauthorisedly 
connects and shifts his  tubewell motor from sanctioned bore to another 
bore within the same authorized field under clause-1(e), the shifting 
charges recoverable under Sales Circular No. D-23/2002 dated  
27.03.2002 shall be charged at a normal rate. 

(i) Where an act of unauthorized use of electricity under clause-I (f) consists 
of non-compliance of orders imposing restrictions on the use of electricity 
during the peak load hours or power regulations period, disconnection of 
supply shall be made for 7 days on the first default or 15 days on the 
second default and for 21 days for third default. Thereafter, the approval 
be sought from G.M./Commercial for restoration of supply on subsequent 
default in the same financial year after giving due notice. No assessment 
be made for this act of unauthorized use of electricity. 

 
(IV) Access to the premises: 
 

1. Any authorized inspecting officer of the Nigam when he moves for anti-
theft checks, he should check  it whether his team has the following 
infrastructure as far as possible ;  

a. Vehicle with driver. 
b. Camera (digital)  
c. Video camera    
d. Accuracy check device (LT/HT) and CMRI. 
e. Checking book with 5 carbon and pen. 
f. Mobile phone( battery be checked).  
g. Vehicle mobile charger  
h. Identify card of team.  
i. Torch battery.  
j. Tool kit.  
k. List of telephone/mobile phone no of higher officers/police station.  
l. Two no. Technical Employees with police persons.  

2. As per provisions contained in Section-135 (2) of The Electricity Act-2003, 
any authorized inspecting officer of the Nigam and accompanied by his 
team as he may take with him for the purpose (he will switch on his Video 
for recording every movement) may enter, inspect, break open and search 
any place or premises and check the meter, its body seals, apparatus, 
circuits or installation through which energy is supplied or is being 
supplied or is being consumed, used or drawn, where there is reason to 
believe that electricity has been, is being used unauthorizedly. 

 
3. Such A.I.O. may examine or seize any book of account or documents 

belonging to occupier which in his opinion shall be useful for or relevant to, 
any proceedings in respect of unauthorized use of energy and allow the 
person from whose custody such books of account or documents are 
seized to make copies thereof or take extracts there from in his presence. 
 



4. Any occupant of the place of search or any person on his behalf shall 
remain present during the search and the inspecting officer shall prepare a 
memorandum of inspection (recording therein the date, time and fact of 
entry and inspection).  The memorandum of inspection shall also be 
signed by the person so present, inspecting team and the Authorized 
Inspecting Officer shall hand over a copy of the memorandum of 
inspection to such person present on behalf of him. In case of refusal to 
sign and/or acceptance of the memorandum by the person or the person 
present, the Authorized Inspecting Officer shall record the facts on the 
memorandum and shall get pasted the same on the premises of the 
search in presence of two witnesses.  The memorandum then shall be 
considered as served.  

 
5. In cases, where large load/area or significant law and order problem is 

noticed or anticipated witnessed (all events shall be recorded through 
Video Camera), authorized inspecting officer (AIO) shall immediately seek 
assistance from his senior officer(s) and also call for police help. 
Whenever, any support   is needed by A.I.O., the same shall be made 
available by the senior officer(s) (SDO/OP.,XEN(OP)/SE(OP)/XEN./ENF).  

 
6. If such entry or inspection reveals nothing to indicate the commission of or 

engagement in any act of unauthorized use of electricity by the consumer, 
the authorized inspecting officer, the employees accompanying him and 
the Nigam shall not be liable for loss, inconvenience caused to the 
consumer, if any, on account of such entry, inspection, search.   

 
THE WHOLE EVENTS AFTER REACHING THE PREMISES AND UP TO 
LEAVING THE PREMISES WOULD BE RECORDED THROUGH VIDEO 
CAMERA. AIO SHALL KEEP ONE CD WITH HIM AND HANDED OVER 
ONE CD TO ASSESSING OFFICER (A.O.). 

 
The inspection of the meter made by the person authorized for reading the 
meter or Meter Reader as the case may be including AE/AEE/JEs or any 
other employee of the Nigam for the purpose of recording of meter reading for 
consumption shall not be deemed to be inspection of the installation of the 
person for the purpose of this clause because a detailed examinations of the 
meter, its seals & its component parts is generally not made by such a person 
while reading the meter. 

 
(V) Notice of Assessment 
 
(a) Within a period of two days of the detection of unauthorized use of 

electricity, the assessing officer shall serve upon the person or the person 
in occupation or possession or In charge of the place or premises with 
order of provisional assessment made under clause (III), in the form of 
Annexure-I (Notice-I-Provisional) to this instruction. In case the person 
evades to accept the notice, same will be pasted out side his premises 
which will be considered to have been served upon him and no further 
notice will be required. The video recording will be done for 
delivering/pasting of notice.  

 
(b) Such notice shall contain and indicate:- 
 

a) The matter relating to the inspection carried out by the authorized 
officer indicating therein date and timings etc.  

b) The matter relating to an act of unauthorized use of electricity detected 
by the Authorized Inspecting Officer during inspection of the 
installation/equipment in the premises of the person; and  

c) Provisional assessment made and payable by the person to the 
Nigam on account of such unauthorized use of electricity of Nigam as 
the case may be; and  



d) Informing to accept such provisional assessment and deposit the 
assessed amount with Nigam within seven days of service of such 
provisional assessment order and further informing that for the acts of 
unauthorized use of electricity in case he deposits the assessed 
amount, he shall not be subject to any further liability or any action by 
any authority whatsoever.  

e) Informing that he may file objections, if any, against the provisional 
assessment before the assessing officer within 3 days of service of 
such notice and that the assessing officer, after affording reasonable 
opportunity of hearing, will pass a final order of assessment annexure-
III (Notice-II-Final) within 4 working days of filing of objections. 

f) Informing to pay 100% of the assessed amount within 7 days failing 
which his connection will be disconnected and amount will be 
recovered through Haryana Govt. Electrical Undertaking (Dues 
Recovery) Act.,1970. 

g) Informing that he may file appeal against the final order of assessment 
before appellant authority within 30 days of issue of final order of 
assessment after depositing one-third of the amount of final 
assessment order and applicable fee for appeal prescribed by HERC.  

h) Informing of his liability to pay interest at the rate of 16% per annum 
compounded every six months on the assessed amount after the 
expiry of 30 days from the date of issue of final order of assessment by 
the assessing officer.  

i) The person may also be informed to remove his unauthorized 
extension /re-sale of supply immediately failing which his connection 
will be disconnected. 

 
j) In case of un-authorized use of energy under different category of 

tariff/ extension of load, the consumer may be informed that higher 
category tariff will be charged/ extended load will be taken in account 
for future bill till he submit his revised test report about using of supply 
for original use/ load. 

( c) The person may also be informed that in case he is willing to make the 
payment of amount assessed as per column 3 of Annexure-I within 72 
hrs of issuance of notice, only 80% of the amount mentioned in the 
notice shall be payable.  But after deposit of 80% amount, no change 
in assessment or further appeal shall be allowed and matter shall 
stand settled for all purposes.  

(d) The person may also be informed that in case the person fails to 
deposit the assessed amount for unauthorized use of electricity within 
7 days or after the decision of appellate authority as the case may be, 
the supply of the person will not be connected or will be disconnected, 
as the case may be and further action will be taken as per the 
applicable laws, rules and regulations in force for the recovery of 
Nigam’s dues. 

(e) As per the provision of section-127, no appeal shall lie to the Appellate 
Authority against final order made with the consent of the parties. If the 
person agrees, the consent of the person for the deposit of assessed 
amount as per the final order of assessment of unauthorized use of 
electricity be taken as per the consent format annexure-II (Consent 
Form) to avoid the processing of appeal by the person before the 
appellate authority. 

  
(VI)           Disconnection of supply: 
 

(a) If consumer indulging in unauthorized use of electricity fails to deposit 
the 100% assessed amount as mentioned in para-3 of notice of 
assessment within 7 days/ or 80% of the assessed amount within 72 
hours, as the case may be, his supply shall be disconnected. 

(b) If consumer indulging in unauthorized extension/re-sale of supply fails 
to submit his revised test report after removing the load within 7 days, 
his connection shall be disconnected. 



(c) If consumer indulging in unauthorized use of electricity under clause-
1(a)(iv) to 1(a)(vi) and fails to deposit the 100% assessed amount 
within 7 days, at the time disconnection, the disconnecting 
officer/officials shall prepare a memorandum (recording therein the 
date, time and fact of entry) and seizure (containing a list of all things 
seized).  The memorandum of seizure shall also be signed by the 
person so present and the authorized officer shall hand over a copy of 
the memorandum of   seizure to such person present on behalf of him.  
However, no disconnection of any domestic place or domestic 
premises shall be carried out between sunset and sunrise. In case of 
refusal to sign and/or acceptance of the memorandum by the person or 
the person present, the authorized officer shall record the facts on the 
memorandum and shall get pasted the same on the premises of the 
search in presence of two witnesses.  The memorandum then shall be 
considered as served.  

 
(VII)          Restoration of supply: 

(a)  The service of a consumer disconnected under clause mentioned above 
for the act of unauthorized use of electricity shall be reconnected; 

         Upon payment by the consumer of 100% or 80% of amount as 
the case may be for the assessment made for such 
unauthorized use of electricity.   

         Upon compliance by such consumer with such directions for the 
discontinuous of the act of unauthorized use of electricity, which 
assessing officer give in writing/ communicate to the consumer in this 
regard. 

(b)  Whenever unauthorized use of energy is detected under clause (I) (a) in 
respect of LT CT connections (connected load in the range of 35 to 70 
KW), the reconnection of the premises will be made only on HT supply, 
as this will act as deterrent and will also prevent further incidence of 
such use by the consumer. 

 
(VIII)          Replacement of service cable/meter: 
   If consumer is found indulged in unauthorized use of 

electricity under clause-I(a) and deposited the assessed 
amount, his  service cable if  required to be replaced 
immediately and  latest technology prepaid or AMR meter etc. 
as available with the Nigam/empanelled  by the Nigam will be 
installed at the cost of the consumer so that misuse should 
not be allowed to be continued in future.   

IX)  Appeal 
A person aggrieved by the final order of assessment issued under section-126 
can appeal under section-127 of the Electricity Act-2003 to the appellate 
authority as defined in column –5 of clause-III. The appeal Redressel 
mechanism will be as per the provisions of HERC Regulation No. 
HERC/03/2004 on PROCEDURE FOR FILING APPEAL BEFORE THE 
APELLATE AUTHORITY, notified on dated 12th. May 2004.  

X) Amount of assessment recoverable as arrear of electricity Consumption 
charges. 
The amount due from the person as a result of the proceedings under these 
clauses shall be deemed to be arrears of electricity consumption charges will 
be recovered alongwith interest @ 16% p.a. compounded every six months 
under Haryana Govt. Electrical Undertaking (Dues Recovery) Act 1970.  

XI)            Levy of Assessment charges: 
1. Levy of compensation charges under these clauses shall be 

without prejudice to the Nigam’s right to take any other action provided in 
these clauses or in the Electricity Act-2003 or any other law governing the 
supply of electricity to the persons.  

2. If a person is found indulging in all or more than one act of 
unauthorized use of supply, the assessment in respect of each such act 
shall be separately made for every such unauthorized use of electricity.  

 



XII)      Service of a copy of memorandum of inspection and seizure.  
 

The existing instructions for service of a copy of memorandum of inspection and 
seizure shall continue till such time rules for this are framed by State 
Govt. under Section 180 (k) of Indian Electricity Act-2003.  
 

 
 
 
DA/ Annexure-I,II & III.  
         SE/Commercial. 
            for GM/Comml.,DHBVNL, 
Hisar. 
 



 
 Annexure -1 

NOTICE-1-PROVISIONAL 
 

(Notice of Provisional Assessment for unauthorized use of Electricity under 
Section-126 of the Indian Electricity Act-2003) 
 

DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 
From 
 
 Sub Divisional Officer/Executive Engineer,  
 Operation Sub Division/Division,  
 DHBVNL, _______________________  
To  
                     Sh. _________________ 
                     _____________________ 
                      _____________________ 
  
 (complete address) 
 
 Memo No:      Dated:  
 
Subject:- Provisional order of assessment for unauthorized use of 

electricity under Section 126 of the Indian Electricity Act-2003.  
 
Dear Sir, 
 

Your premises bearing A/C No. ________was inspected by the checking 
party consisting of S/Shri:- 
 

Sr. No. Name of Officer/Official Designation 
1   
2   
3   
4   

 
   On dated _________ at time ________(AM/PM) 
 

2. During above inspection, the following act(s) of unauthorized use of 
electricity was noticed by the authorized Inspecting officer (A.I.O.):- 

 
 
 
 

 
  The memorandum of inspection was duly handed over to you/ 

Sh.______________________being present at the time of such 
inspection. 

  
      Or 
 The memorandum of inspection was pasted on your premises in the 

presence of Shri _________________ and Sh. _________________. 
 

3. The above facts indicate that you have been indulging in unauthorized use 
of electricity under Section-126 of Indian Electricity Act-2003.  Accordingly, 
undersigned the Authorized Assessing Officer, in terms of   Haryana Govt. 
Gazette Notification No. 1/12/2003-1 Power, has provisionally assessed 
the electricity charges amounting to Rs_________________to be paid by 
you for the above unauthorized act(s).  Details of amount assessed are as 
under:- 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 4. You are informed that:- 

a. In case you are willing to make the payment of amount assessed 
as per para 3 above within 72 hrs of receipt of notice, only 80% of 
the amount mentioned in the notice shall be payable.  But after 
deposit of 80% amount, no change in assessment or further appeal 
shall be allowed and matter shall stand settled for all purposes. 

     Or 
 You may file objections, if any, against the provisional assessment 

made within 72 hours of receipt of this notice.  In case such 
objection is filed, the case will be considered and after affording 
opportunity of reasonable hearing final order of assessment shall 
be passed within 4 working days of filing of such objection. 

     Or 
 You may accept the provisional assessment and deposit the 

complete assessed amount with the Nigam within 7 days of service 
of this notice.  In case the amount of assessment is deposited, you 
shall not be subjected to any further liability or any action by any 
authority whatsoever.  

 
b. You will have the right to make appeal against the final order of 

assessment before__________________________________(give 
name of appellant authority), within 30 days of issue of final order of 
assessment after depositing one-third of the amount of final 
assessment order and applicable fee for appeal prescribed by 
HERC. 

c. You are liable to pay interest at the rate of 16 percent per annum 
compounded every six month on the assessed amount after expiry 
of 30 days from the date of issue of final order of assessment. 

d. After the provisional notice/final notice issued by Assessing Officer 
or decision of the appellant authority as the case may be if you fail 
to deposit the amount within 7 days, the amount will be recovered 
through Haryana Government Electrical Undertaking (due recovery) 
Act-1970. 

e. You may remove unauthorized extended load and may submit 
revised test report to avoid further billing on extended load. 

 
5.   You are hereby directed (strike out which ever is not applicable):- 

a)  To rectify the unauthorized extension of supply to any premises other 
than the authorized premises.  

OR 
     To rectify the unauthorized re-sale or otherwise of energy from your 

source to any other person. 
 
b)  To rectify the unauthorized extended load (if load is more than 35 KW in 

case of whole current meter). 
 
      In case, no action is taken by you as directed in sub-para –a & b above 

alongwith revised test report within 48 hours, your electric supply shall 
be disconnected. 

 
c)  To deposit the assessed amount or file objections as per para (4) part (a) 

of the notice, failing which after 7 days your supply shall be 
disconnected. 

 



  
  

Stamp & Signatures 
             of Assessing 
Officer 

 
Copy forwarded to: 

1.  The Xen Enforcement, DHBVNL _________ with reference to the site 
checking Report   No.________________dated  _______________(for 
checking done by enforcement).  

2.    The Executive Engineer 
(OP) Division, DHBVNL__________________ 

3.    The S.D.O.(OP)Sub-Division, 
       DHBVNL_______ 
 
 



 
Annexure –II 

 
(Consensus Settlement under Section 126 of the Indian Electricity Act-2003) 
 

DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 
Subject:- Consensus settlement under Section 126 of the Indian Electricity 

Act-2003. 
 

In response to the provisional order memo.__________dated__________ 
of this office, the consent of Shri/Smt.________A/C.No.______ has been 
considered for review. 

1. The case is settled as below:- 
 

 
 
 

 
 
      2. We (both parties) hereby agreed to the above final order of assessment. 
 

a)  Shri _________________will deposit the above payment within 7 
days,    failing   which his connection shall be disconnected and 
amount will be recovered  through Haryana Govt. Electrical 
undertaking (due recovery) Act-1970. 

 
b)  Shri _________________ will rectify the unauthorized extension of 

supply to  any premises other than the authorized premises.  
     OR 
 Shri _________________ will rectify the unauthorized re-sale or 

otherwise  supplies energy from his  source to any other 
person. 

 
c)  Shri _________________ will rectify the unauthorized extended 
load (if load is   more than 35 KW in case of whole current 
meter). 

 
      In case, no action is taken by you as directed in sub-para –a & b above 

alongwith revised test report within 48 hours, your electric supply shall 
be disconnected. 
 
 

 
 
          Name & dated signature  
           of consumer.  
         Stamp & Signatures 
             of Assessing 
Officer 
     Endst. No.       Dated: 

Copy forwarded to: 
1. The Xen Enforcement, DHBVNL _________ with reference to the site 

checking Report No.________________dated  _______________(for 
checking done by enforcement).  

2.   The Executive Engineer 
      (OP) Division, DHBVNL__________________ 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Annexure -III 

NOTICE-2_FINAL 
 

(Order of Final Assessment for unauthorized use of Electricity under 
Section-126 of the Indian Electricity Act-2003) 
 

DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 
From 
 
 Sub Divisional Officer/Executive Engineer,  
 Operation Sub Division/Division,  
 DHBVNL, _______________________  
To  
                     Sh. _________________ 
                     _____________________ 
                      _____________________ 
  
 (complete address) 
 
 Memo No:      Dated:  
 
Subject:- Final order of assessment for unauthorized use of electricity 

under Section 126 of the Indian Electricity Act-2003  in respect of 
Sh./Smt. _____________ A/C No._________ under ‘OP’ S/Divn. 
____________________. 

 
Dear Sir, 
 
 Your representation dated ________ in reference to provisional order 
memo no.  __________ dated ________ of this office, considered by the 
undersigned. 
 

2. The detail of final order is as under:- 
 

 
 
 

 
    

 3. The above facts indicate that you have been indulging in unauthorized use 
of electricity under Section-126 of Indian Electricity Act-2003.  Accordingly, 
undersigned the Authorized Assessing Officer, in terms of   Haryana Govt. 
Gazette Notification No. 1/12/2003-1 Power, has provisionally assessed 
the electricity charges amounting to Rs_________________to be paid by 
you for the above unauthorized act(s).  Details of amount assessed are as 
under:- 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 4. You are informed that:- 

      
a) You may accept the final assessment and deposit the complete 

assessed amount with the Nigam within 7 days of service of this 
notice.  In case the amount of assessment is deposited, you 
shall not be subjected to any further liability or any action by any 
authority whatsoever. 



b) You will have the right to make appeal against the final order of 
assessment 
before__________________________________(give name of 
appellant authority), within 30 days of issue of final order of 
assessment after depositing one-third of the amount of final 
assessment order and applicable fee for appeal prescribed by 
HERC. 

c) You are liable to pay interest at the rate of 16 percent per 
annum compounded every six month on the assessed amount 
after expiry of 30 days from the date of issue of final order of 
assessment. 

d) After the final notice issued by Assessing Officer or decision of 
the appellant authority as the case may be if you fail  to deposit 
the amount within 7 days. the amount will be recovered through 
Haryana Government Electrical Undertaking (due recovery) Act-
1970. 

e) You may remove unauthorized extended load and may submit 
revised test report to avoid further billing on extended load. 

 
 5. You are hereby directed (strike out which ever is not applicable):- 

a)  To rectify the unauthorized extension of supply to any premises other 
than the authorized premises.  

OR 
     To rectify the unauthorized re-sale or otherwise of energy from your 

source to any other person. 
 
b)  To rectify the unauthorized extended load (if load is more than 35 KW in 

case of whole current meter. 
 
      In case, no action is taken by you as directed in sub-para –a & b above 

alongwith revised test report within 48 hours, your electric supply shall 
be disconnected. 

 
c)  To deposit the assessed amount as per para (4) part (a) of the notice, 

failing which your supply shall be disconnected. 
 

 
  
         Stamp & Signature 
               of   Assessing 
Officer 

 
Copy forwarded to: 

1. The Xen Enforcement, DHBVNL _________ with reference to the site 
checking Report No.________________dated  _______________(for 
checking done by enforcement).  

2.   The Executive Engineer 
      (OP) Division, DHBVNL__________________ 
 
 


